
When finished, please log out and 
not turn off the computer; the 
proper way is in the windows menu, 
the top item in the left-most column 
is their profile menu 

There is no reason to shut down the 
computers; they should never be 
unplugged; also the physical buttons 
are getting old and fragile and do not 
always come back up after being 
pressed

After your lab session: Please Logout / Sign Out, don’t Shut down / Restart 



UTM zones – 60 numbered W-E across the globe
- also divided N-S into 8 degree latitude blocks
N to X in northern hemisphere, C to M in the southern
So ‘10N’ may be: zone 10, northern hemi OR equator to 8°North
10U = zone 10, 48-56°North       WHAT ?????



Line techniques: 1. Graduated line symbols:
show movement  

(width=amount)



2. Topological Cartograms
These are based on shape (geometry) and connectivity e.g. route networks; distance is 
relatively unimportant; the classic examples are city underground and train maps,
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The classic examples are underground maps: London http://www.afn.org/~alplatt/tube.html

http://www.afn.org/~alplatt/tube.html
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Ski map prototype example:

Ken Field (Esri)



3. Isarithms (Isolines) - lines of equal value e.g. barometric pressure (isobars)

* Created from point data



Early thematic map:    

Halley, Isogonic map 

1701

Isogones:

Lines of equal 

magnetic declination 

= difference between 

true north and 

magnetic north

http://math.yorku.ca/SCS/Gallery/images/palsky/halley-map.jpg


Some selected types of isarithms – mostly climatic

Isodynam equal traffic tension

Isonoet average degree of intelligence



Canadian wins world Scrabble title: Isogriv
CBC News Posted: Nov 08, 1999 7:50 AM ET Last Updated: Nov 08, 1999 

A Montreal (McGill) music professor, Joel Wapnick, has won 
the World Scrabble Championship

Observers described Wapnick's opening move as "brilliant" ….because he used   

all seven tiles to form the word   "isogriv"

= a line of equal declination 
between magnetic and grid north

More than 100 
players from 35 
countries 
took part in the 
weekend 
tournament. 
Wapnick, won 
$22,500. 

http://www.cbc.ca/news/cbc-news-online-news-staff-list-1.1294364

